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Abstract  
We prove that some t-designs are minimal (t + 1 )-coverings, thus finding some new cover- 
ing numbers. Three infinite families of minimal (t + 1 )-coverings obtained from t-designs are 
described. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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I .  In t roduct ion  
Let D= {B1,B2 . . . . .  Bb} be a finite family of  k-subsets (called blocks) of a v-set 
X(v) = { 1,2 . . . . .  v} (with elements called points). Then D is a t-(v,k, 2) design if every 
t-subset of X(v) is contained in exactly 2 blocks of D. In general, repeated blocks are 
allowed in D. If every t-subset of X(v) is contained in at least 2 blocks of  D, then D 
is a t-(v, k, 2) coverin9 design (or covering). The number of  blocks b is the size of the 
covering, and the minimum size of  a t-(v,k, 2) covering is called the coverin9 number, 
denoted C~(v,k,t). A covering of  size Cz(v,k,t) is called a minimal cover&9. 
There is an extensive literature on the covering numbers Cl(v,k,t). For a survey of 
the known results, see [12] or [8]. It is clear that any t-(v,k, 2) design is a minimal 
t-(v, k, 2) covering. Aside from this, little is known about the covering number C;,(v, k, t), 
2~>2. There are some general results on C;,(v,k,2) [12]. For t~>3, only a few sporadic 
examples are known. There are two general results obtained from finite geometries 
(from [13, 1], respectively): 
qt+l _ 1 qt_  1 "~ qt+l  _ 1 
C, \ q - -~ ,q  1,t]  - 
- q-1  
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and 
qt_  1 
C1 (ql, qt- l ,t)  =qq_  1' 
where q is a prime power. The corresponding coverings are 2-designs (with 2 = 1) 
and the coverings from the second family, when q = 2 and t >/3, are 3-designs (with 
2 = 2 t -2-1  ). In a recent paper, Chee and Ling [6] determined several covering numbers 
C~(v, k, 3) including the coveting numbers C3i(15, 6, 3 )= 702 for 2 = 1,2, 3. The corre- 
sponding covering designs also arise from results in [2] and are, in fact, 2-(15,6, 102) 
designs, )~ = 1,2, 3. Another covering number, C2(10, 6, 4) = 30, follows immediately 
from a result in [3] and the corresponding coveting is a 3-(10,6,5) design. These 
observations are the basis for the generalizations in the present paper. 
Let us introduce some facts that will be used for the proofs. A well-known ecessary 
condition for the existence of a t-(v, k, 2) design is that the numbers 2q, 1 ~< q~< t, where 
20 :=b= ]D] and 2q-k -q+12q_ l  
v q+l  
be integers. Obviously, 2t = 2. The number of the blocks of the design is 
2o=b= v(v-  1) . . . (v - t+1)2 .  
k(k -  1) . . . (k -  t+  1) 
Given a t-(v,k,2) design D and a point x, the blocks of D that contain x form a 
( t -  1)-(v- 1 ,k -  1,2) design D x on X\  {x} called the derived esign of D with respect 
to x. The blocks of D that do not contain x form a (t - 1) - (v-  1,k, 2t-1 - 2t) design 
Dx on X\  {x} called the residual design of D with respect o x. 
The maximal intersection umber of a design D is the number p, defined by 
p = max ]Bi ABj]. 
1 <~i<j<~b 
The intersection umbers of an s-subset S of X(v) with respect o the blocks of a 
desi9 n D are defined by 
ni=ni(S)=l{O: BED, IBNSI=i}I, i=0 ,1  . . . . .  s 
(the number of blocks of D that intersect S in i points). The intersection equations 
for S are then given by [15] 
~(! . . )n i=(s  ~2,, fo rm=0,1  . . . . .  min(s,t). 
\m/  \m/  1=17~ 
Given a t-(v, k, 2) design D, let/)  be the collection {X(v)\B1,X(v)\B: ..... X(v)\Bb}. 
Then/)  is a t-(v,v-k, 2(~T k) / (~)) design called the supplemental design of the design 
D [11]. 
A lower bound on C;~(v,k,t) is due to SchSnheim [14] 
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2. Minimal 4-coverings 
Theorem 2.1. Let  v=-2 or 4(rood6) ,  v>8,  and m= ~4(v - 4)(v 2 - 15v + 62) - 1. 
Then Cm(v,v - 4,4)= ~4v(v - 1)(v - 2) = Cl(v,4,3).  
Proof. There exists a 3-(v,4, 1) design D for any v=2 or 4 (mod6)  [9]. The number 
of blocks of  D is ~v(v -  1 ) (v -  2 )=C) (v ,4 ,3 ) .  The supplemental des ign / )  of  D is 
a 3-(v, v -  4, ¼ (v34))  design with 20 = ~4v(v -  1) (v -  2), 2~ = 2~(v -  1 ) (v -  2 ) (v -  4), 
"~2 = 1( I )  -- 2)(v - 4)(v - 5), 23 = ~(v  - 4)(v - 5)(v - 6). 
Consider an arbitrary 4-subset S of  X(v). The intersection equations of S with respect 
to / )  are 
no + n l q- n2 q-- n3 + n4 = 20, 
nl + 2n2 + 3n3 + 4n4 = 42j, 
n2 + 3n3 + 6n4 = 6),2, 
n3 + 4n4 = 423. 
An essential step of the proof is to show that this system has only two distinct solutions 
in nonnegative integers no, nl,n2, n3 and n4. To prove this, we find bounds on n4. From 
the last three equations we obtain 
nj +4n4 =421 - 1222 + 1223. 
Since nl ~>0 we get 
n4--.< 21 - 322 + 323 = ~(v  - 4)(v 2 - 15v + 62). 
On the other hand, solving the system for n0,nl,n2 and n3, we have 
n3 = 423 - 4n4, 
n2 = 622 - 1223 + 6n4, 
nl =421 - 1222 + 1223 - 4n4, 
no = 2o - 421 + 622 - 423 + n4. 
A lower bound on n4 now follows from no ~> 0: 
n4 >/423 - 622 4- 421 - 2o = ~(v  - 4)(v 2 - 15v + 62) - l. 
Thus, n4 can take only two values, either m or m + 1. It is easy to check that both 
values produce a solution to the intersection equations for S. So, we proved that each 
4-subset of  X(v)  is contained in either m or m+ 1 blocks o f / ) ;  i .e.,/5 is a 4-(v, v-4 ,m)  
covering. To prove that /5  is a minimal covering, we show that the number of blocks 
of  D, 20, meets the Sch6nheim bound. Thus, we claim 
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Let v=6k + 4, for k~> 1. Then m = 1(18k3 - 21k 2 + 9k - 2). We obtain 
6k+ 1 1 1 1 
6k_3  m= (18k3-9k2+k)  6k_3-2k(6k -1) (3k -1)  
I 6k+l  ] = lk (6k_ l ) (3k_ l )=~46k(6k_ l ) (6k_2)  3 m/ 
and the claim follows after simple arithmetic. 
If v=6k + 2, for k>~2, then m = ½(18k 3- 39k 2 + 29k - 8). We have 
6k6k-~m = ~(18k3-27k2÷ 13k-2)  
= ½(3k- 1)(2k- 1)(3k-2) 
6k-1  ] = l (3k_ l ) (2k_  
6-Ts3_ 5m[ 
6k - 3' 
1 
6k - 5 
1 
6k - 5' 
1)(3k - 2 )= l (6k  - 2)(6k - 3)(6k - 4), 
Z4 
and the claim follows analogously. [] 
The existence of many minimal covering designs without repeated blocks follows 
from this result. The following is a generalization of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose there ex&t l disjoint 3-(v, 4, 1 ) designs, where v > 8, l ~< 6k - 4 
/ fv=6k+4,  k~>l and l<<.6k-6 / fv=6k+2,  k>~2, and let m=~a(V-4) (v  2 -  
15v + 62) - 1. Then there exists a 4-(v, v - 4,ms) minimal coverin9 without repeated 
blocks, and thus Cms(v,v - 4,4)= ~4v(v - 1)(v - 2)for  1 <<.s<~l. 
Proof. Let D be the 3-(v,4,s) design formed by the s disjoint 3-(v,4, 1) designs. 
Then /3 is the desired covering. The Schtnheim lower-bound argument works for 
l< .~s<<.6k-4 i fv=6k+4,  k~>l, and for l<~s<<.6k-6 i fv=6k+2,  k>~2. [] 
For example, there exist five nonintersecting 3-(10,4,1) designs [10]. Therefore, 
there exists a 4-(10, 6, 2s) minimal covering without repeated blocks for s = 1,2. There 
exist at least four nonintersecting 3-(14,4,1) designs [7]. Therefore, there exists a 
4-(14, 10, 19s) minimal covering without repeating blocks for s = 1,2,3,4. Similar ex- 
tensions are possible for many other sets of parameters. For a survey of the results on 
finding nonintersecting 3-(v,4, 1) designs we refer to [7]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let q>>.3 be a prime power and 2=q(q  - 1)(q - 3) + 2. Then 
Ca(q 2 + 1,q 2 -q ,4 )=q(q  2 + 1). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the preceding theorem. Let /3 be the 
supplemental design of a 3-(q 2 + 1,q ÷ 1, 1) design D (for example, the inversive 
geometry of order q). The design/3 is a 3-(q2 + 1,q 2 -q , (q -  2)(q 2 -q -  1)) design 
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with 20 =q(q2+ 1), 21 =q2(q_ 1), 22 =(q-  1)(q 2 -q -  1) and 23 =(q-2) (q2-q  - 1). 
Let S be a 4-subset of X(q 2 + 1 ) and ni, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, be the intersection numbers of 
S with respect o/3. As in Theorem 2.1, 
n4-..< 21 - 322 + 323 =q(q - 1)(q - 3) + 3, 
n4 ~ q(q -- 1 )(q -- 3) + 2 
and both bounds produce a solution to the intersection equations for S. Thus, any 
4-subset o fX(q  2 + 1) is covered by either 2 or 2+ 1 blocks of /3.  So, /3 is a 
4-(q 2 + 1,q 2 - q, 2) coveting. Furthermore, 
q2-2  2 = q3 _3q2+q+2 q-2  
q2 _ q _ 3 q2 _ q _ 3 
q -- 2 
= (q- -2)(q 2 -q -  1) q2_q_3 '  
Iqzq~q 2 321 = (q - 2 )(q2 - q -1 ) ,  
and the equality 
I q2 + 1 q2 q2 _ 1 q2 _ 2 
q-T~-q IqZ-q -1  Iq2~q-2  IqZ-q -32] ] ] ]  =q(q2+l )  
follows directly. Therefore, the number of blocks o f /3  meets the Sch6nheim bound, 
which completes the proof. [] 
Similarly, we obtain the following generalization of Theorem 2.3. 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose there exist l disjoint 3-(q2 + 1,q + 1, 1) designs, where l <~q, 
q>~4 is a prime power, and let 2=q(q  - 1)(q - 3) + 2. Then there exists a 
4-(q 2 + 1,q 2 - q,2s) minimal coverin9 without repeated blocks, and thus C;~(q 2 + 1, 
q2 _ q,4)=sq(q2 + 1) for 1 <~s<~ l. 
Proof. Let D be the 3-(q 2 + 1,q+ 1,s) design formed by s disjoint 3-(q 2 + 1,q+ 1, 1) 
designs. Then/3 is the desired coveting because the Sch6nheim lower-bound argument 
works for s (q -2) / (q  2 -q -3 )< l ,  i.e., for s<~q. [] 
For example, there are at least three disjoint 3-(17, 5, 1) designs [5]. Therefore, there 
exists a minimal 4-(17, 12, 14s) coveting without repeated blocks for s= 1,2,3. Note 
that, in the case q = 3, Corollary 2.4 also holds, provided 1 ~<s < q. 
3. Minimal 3-coverings 
The next theorem introduces the third of the infinite families referred to in the 
abstract. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let n=4 k - 1, k~>2. Then 
Cln_2(n, 6 ,3 )= 3--~n(n - 1)(n - 3)(n - 5). 
1 1 ) design (with maximal intersection umber Proof. Let D be the 3-(n + 1,6, gn - 
p = 3) obtained from the Preparata code [4]. Let D x be the derived design of D with 
respect o a point x. It is a 2-(n,5, ½n - 1) design with p=2.  
We prove that the 3-subsets of X(n) that are not covered by any block ofD x form a 
2-(n, 3, 1) design D*. A 2-subset T of X(n)  is contained in (n -  2) of the 3-subsets of 
X(n).  On the other hand, T is contained in 3(½n-  1 ) :n -  3 of the 3-subsets that are 
subsets of blocks of D x. Since D x has p = 2, all these subsets are distinct. Therefore, 
T is contained in exactly 1 = (n - 2) - (n - 3) 3-subset of X(n)  that is not covered 
by any block of D x. 
Now, consider the residual design Dx of D with respect o the same point x. It is a 
2-(n,6, ~2(n-  3 ) (n -  5)) design with p = 3. Any 3-subset of X(n) (with the exception 
of the blocks of D*) is contained in exactly (½n -2 )  blocks of Dx; any block of D* 
is contained in exactly (½n-  1) blocks of Dx. Thus, Dx is a 3-(n,6, in -  2) covering. 
To prove that Dx is a minimal covering we note that 
(because (n - 3)(n - 5) is divisible by 12). Then the equality 
n(n - 1) 1 
is immediate, which shows that Dx meets the Sch6nheim bound. [] 
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